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We shall prove: 
THEOREM. Let GD be a$nite doubly transitive group in which the subgroup 
fixing PZUO points is abelian. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) GR has a regular normal subgroup; 
(2) Go = L,(2); 
(3) Gsz = R(3), the smallest Reegroup; 
(4) G contains a unique mikmal normal subgroup M(G), with 
G < Aut M(G) and M(G)” = L,(q), U,(q), Sx(q), or R(q). 
Here R(q) is a group of Ree Type as defined by J. Walter. Among the 
results we use explicitly or implicitly are Bender’s classification of groups with 
a strongly embedded subgroup, Glauberman’s Z* theorem, the classification 
theorems for (simple) groups with abelian, dihedral, semihedral; and wreathed 
Sylow 2-groups, the odd order paper, and a number of more elementary 
theorems whose proofs can be found in [7]. 
This theorem generalizes, but does not depend upon the result of Kantor 
and Seitz [II], which classifies 2-transitive groups with cyclic two point 
stabilizer. The author has not seen their proof and thus is unable to compare 
it to the proof given here, except to remark that their proof is apparently 
much longer. 
A remark on the groups with a regular normal subgroup: if the degree ?z is 
even, our proof shows them to be either (i) solvable, and thus by Huppert [lo], 
a group of semilinear transformations over GF(q), q even, or (ii) L,(q) acting 
on a group of order q*. I f  n is odd, we make no explicit determination, except 
to show that G contains an involution fixing exactly one point, and if in 
addition there is an involution fixing m > 1 points, then n = na*. 
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SECTION 1. NOTATION 
In general, our notation will follow that of [7] or [173. Unless otherwise 
stated, G will be a 3/2-transitive permutation group on a set Q2. j 53 1 = n. For 
x 2 G and 4 C Q, X(4) and XT, are the global, point-wise, stabilizer of 4 in X, 
respectively. XA = X(4)/X, with induced permutation representation. 
F(X) is the set of points in Q fixed by every element of X. 
We let x and /3 be distinct and distinguished points of Q, H = G* : and 
D = Gae q Ii’ is an &-group of D, and more generally, U,,, is an &-group of 
G6 . Usually D is abelian, and for t == (CL, /3)T..., CZ,,~ = 1 D : C,(t)1 and 
D* = (D, t). We let LZEs be the set of groups 1 qk X < D with (i) 
F(X) gF( C), and (ii) X -= b’T/ii E,’ a 2-group and W an S,-group of D for 
some set of primes r. 
We abbreviate “fixed point free” by FPF, and “regular normal subgroup” 
by RNS. We write O(G) for O,(G). We let S(q) be the fuli group of semi- 
linear transformations over G-F(q). L(q) = PGL(2, 4). 
We will be interested in 3/2-transitive groups 6” satisfying the following. 
hypotheses: 
(*) for all X Li D with F(X) f  {a, /3), 
Co(X)F(B) is 2-fransitive. 
(“*) for all a + /3 ill s;) 
(1) D is aMian. 
(2) IV, lJFtu) has a RNS of order m a prime poeoer7 n > w > 2. 
(3) there exists an inaolutiolz t = (ar, p)... 
(4) uaB = 1 ;f n is men. au0 < 2 if n is odd. 
(5) ;f  n is even, for all X C D with F(X) g F( U), CGl~(-~) sati$ks (- *)- 
I f  X has maximal order with respect to these properties, then UF!xj 
is cyclic. 
(6) if ~1 is odd, for all X E LIZ& , CGXF(x! satis$es (* *). 
The integer nz in (2) of (**) is meant to depend on G”, but not on 01, ,8. 
Notice that if G* satisfies (*), then Go is 2-transitive. The groups in (1) and 
(2) of the main theorem satisfy (*) or (* *), the groups in (3) and (4) satisfy (*)* 
To prove the theorem, we show that if 6” is a minimal counterexample, then 
Go satisfies (*) or (**). W e use induction proofs to classify groups satisfying 
(*), with D abelian, and those satisfying (**). 
It would be interesting to classify all groups satisfying (*). Among these are 
the symmetric groups, and groups in which H has a normal subgroup regular 
on Q-(a). 
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SECTION 2. LEMMAS STATED WITHOUT PROOF 
LEMMA 2.1. (Manning, [13]). Let Go be transitive, H = G, , XC H, 
and m = 1 F(X)/. Let k be the number of point-zLlise, (set-uiise), H classes in 
Xo n H, let ri be the order of the ith class, and Y = C ri . Then CoXF(x), 
(NoXFcx)), has k orbits with lengths mr&. 
LEMMA 2.2. [2]. Let Go be 2-transitive, X Z D, u)ith /F(X)/ > 2, and 
assume there exists a prime p such that for all g E G, if X C Dg, then an S,-group 
of C,g(X) fixes exactly two points. Then CoXF(x) is 2-transitive. 
LEMMA 2.3. (Suzuki, [14]). Let S be a 2-group, and u an involution in S 
with C,(u) a 4-group. Then S is dihedral or semidihedral. 
LEMMA 2.4. (G. Higman, [9]). Let S be a 2-subgroup of a group G, such 
that S contains exactly three z&o&ions, all conjugate in Nos. Then S is either 
abelian or isomorphic to a Sylow group of U,(4). 
LEMMA 2.5. (Wielandt, [18]). Let U begenerated by tzvo involutions u and 
v, and assume 11 acts on a group G such that 1 U j is relatively prime to 1 G (. 
Then 
I G I I CdW2 = I G(4I I C&l I GWI. 
LEMMA 2.6. (Bender, [3]). Let Go be 2-transitive and assume H contains a 
normal, abelian Hall-group Q, regular on Sz - {a>. Let P = (Co(x) : x E D+>, 
and assume I Q : P 1 > I D / + 1 mith D abelian and P f  1. Then G is not 
simple. 
The statement of Lemma 2.6 is different from that of Theorem 3.15 in [3], 
but the proof is essentially unchanged. 
LEMMA 2.7. (Wielandt, [17]). Let Go be 3/2-transitive. Then Go is either 
primitive or Frobenius. 
SECTION 3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
LEMMA 3.1. Let q be a prime power, q = - 1 mod 4, with (q2 + 1)/2 a 
pozver of a prime. Then q is prime. 
Proof. Let P = (q2 + 1)/Z, q = pab. As q = - 1 mod 4, a and b are odd, 
and if b > 1, 2re = ( pza - l)( p2a(0-1) +~~~+p2a+1)==(p2a-1)A(a,b). 
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Further ( p”” - 1, A(a, b)) divides b. Thus if ab f  1, we must have 
P2 - 1 = 2r and A( 1, r) = T, which is impossible. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let GQ be a permutation group of degree n, let u be an involu- 
tion in G, \ F(u)1 = m and C = C,(u). Assume for all 01 f  /3 in F(u), and all 
primes p, $ P is an SD-group of C,, then F(P) C F(u). Then 
(1) if n = m3, (1 C I, m2 + m + 1) = 1 or 3 and in the later case 
m2 + m + 1 = 3 mod 9. 
(2) if Fz = m2, with m even, then (I C /, m + 1) = 1. 
In particular if U = (1, ur , u2 , u3} with ui satisfying the hypothesis of u 
above, and U acts on n p-group Q, tlzen in (l), if p divicles ~12 + m + 1, then 
p = 3, and irl (2) p does not divide m + 1. 
Proof. We prove (1) only; the proof of (2) is entirely analogous. Let P 
be a nontrivial SD-group of C. If  j F(P) n F(u)] < 1 then m(m - 1) = 0 modp. 
If  P fixes two points ofF(u), by hypothesis F(P) C F(u), so letting k = j F(P)\, 
k EE m mod p. Then as k3 = m3 = n = R mod p, m(m2 - 1> = k(k” - 1) = 
0 modp. Thus m z 0, &-1 mod p, so if p divides ma + m + 1, then p = 3, 
m I=_ 1 mod 3, and 3 = 3 + (m - l)(m + 2) = (nl” + m + 1) mod 9. Finally 
we remark that if U and Q are as hypothesized, then U cannot act semiregu- 
larlp on P, so p divides / C,(u,)j for some i. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let S be a 2-group, S = QU, U cyclic, 3 = Q n U < Z(Q) 
and 0 4 S. Assume every coset of Q/B contains an involution, and S contains an 
element x of order / U 1 .with u +! (xj, where u is the involutiorz in LT. Then Q is 
elementary abelian. 
Proof. Let U = (y) and let tf be involutions representing the nontrivial 
cosets of Q/B. Clearly Q/B is elementary abelian, so [ti , tj] E B < Z(Q), and 
thus Q’ < (a>. Now x = yet, t some involution in Q, and 
x2i _ ,+cw-1) 
-3 
. . . pet 
Let 2k = 1 U : B I. Then x2’+l = yea ‘+lrnod Q’, so that x2’+’ E U. So by 
hypothesis, x2’+l = 1. Thus 2k 1 B / = 1 U / = / x j < 2k+1, so B = (u j and 
Q is elementary abelian. 
LEiMn.rs 3.4. Let GQ be a pepmutation group of even degree n, such that G,, 
is abelian of coxstant, even order for all 01 + /3 in 8. Then GR is 3/2-transitive. 
Proof. Suffice to show GR is transitive, so assume A f  T are orbits of Cq, 
01 E A. H = G, has nontrivial orbits of length j H : G,, / dividing n - 1, so an 
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&-group U,, of G,, is Sylow in H, and His transitive on the collection of sets 
{F( U,,) - {a} : /3 f  a}. Let m = j F(U,,)]. Then m = 1 F( U,,)] for all y  f  01 
and similarly 1 F(U,,)] = / F(U,,,)I = m. Further I = (n - l)/(m - 1) 
divides lH:G,,I. So /dlrlmodI, while /rl-OmodZ. But now 
reversing the roles of A and r we have a contradiction. 
LEM~ 3.5. Let X be an abelian subgroup of index two in a group Y and let 
t be an inaolution in Y - X. Let b be the order of the subgroup consisting of all 
involutions in Cx(t). Then there exist at most b conjugacy classes of involutions in 
Y - X, and if t centralizes an &-group of X, we have equality. 
Proof. y  is an involution in Y - X if and only if y  = tx, x E X with x 
inverted by t. Further letting x = zcv, u a 2-element, v  a 2’-element, t inverts 
u and v  and y  is a conjugate to tu. Thus we can assume X is a 2-group inverted 
by t. Now 1 yx / = 1 X : Cx(t)l for ally E Y - X, so there are I Cx(t)/ = b 
classes in Y - X. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let Go be 2-transitive with D abelian. Let u be an involution 
in D with C’~(ZL)~(~) 2-transitive. Let t = (01, p)..., a = / D : Co(t)l, m = /F(U)/ 
and e the number of D classes in uc n (D* - 0). Then n = m[ae(m - 1) + 11. 
Proof. Let r = {(x, c) : x E uG, c cycle in x}. Then 
1 G : Cc(u)1 (n - m)/2 = n(n - l)(n - m)/2 m(m - 1) 
= / r 1 = n(n - 1) ea/2, 
since given D abelian and Go 2-transitive, ea is the number of involutions in 
nG with a given cycle. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let Go be a 2-transitive group of degree rnz, m a power of two. 
Let D be abelian and assume there is a unique FPF involution t in D”’ - D. 
Assume e&her 
(1) D# = uG n D, F(U) = F(D), u an involution, and NoDFcD’ has a 
RNS of wde7 m. 
(2) D n uG = (u> and Nap@) has RNS of order m, for any kzvolution 
24 in U. Further assume any 2-transitivegroup of degree m, in which the stabilizer 
of two points is abelian andfixes more than two points, has a RNS. 
Then Go has a RNS. 
Proof. As t is unique in D* - D, t centralizes D. Let X = (uc n D>, 
N = NoX. By Lemma 2.1, NFfx) is 2-transitive. Let B = lJF~j and 
Q = (B, tN>. As NFcx) contains a RNS of order m a power of two, and 
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?JFtxb is 2-transitive, Q is an &-group of the preimage of that regular normal 
subgroup and / tN / = m - 1. Thus 1 tN 1 is odd, and as Q g IV, tN $ Z(Q), 
and Q is abelian. 
Let s E tG. yts q = y  if and only if t and s have a cycle in common, and thus 
by uniqueness oft in D* - D and ‘)-transitivity of Go, if and oniy if t = s. It 
follows that Q = iz x B, where d * = tN. As F(X) = F(U), any element in 
uo n 1V - X acts FPF onF(u) and therefore uG n N C Q. Further u partitions 
Q into ~rz sets iti = F(X,), where (X,) = Xc n 0, since if (y, 8) is a cycle in u, 
u centralizes XG n G,, . Clearly N acts on r = {4,>. Let 4, = F(X). 
Claim ,V acts transitively on r - {4r]. I f  X = <u> then 21 f  u E uG n N 
implies ‘2 = bs, b E B, s E A+, and the result follows by transitivity of iV on 
,g+. If  i X 1 > 2, then by hypothesis D = X. Thus ify E N - Q, / F(y)! = 1, 
while if 4 iy = di then y  must fix a point of 4, . It follows that iv/Q is semi- 
regularonr-{(d,)andasIN:Q/=m-1=]1r(-1, wehavetransi- 
tivity. 
But similarly iVGXi is transitive on r - {di}, so Gr is 2-transitive. If  
X = (u>, by hvpothesis Gr has RNS. If X = D, then Wis sharp 2-transitive d 
so has RNS. Let P be the ?&-group of the preimage of the RNS in Gr. A is a 
G invariant subgroup of P 4 G(F) = M, with N transitive on 3* and 
N <M So A < Z(P). 1 G : Cc(t)1 = n - I, so / C j = n 1 D I. Thus 
C = PD < M, and P Q C. Therefore if s E tG n C, then s E P. 
We wish to show tG C C, since then (tG) is RM of Go. So assume not. 
I f  tG n Cc /I, then commuting in tG is an equivalence relation. But for 
t + s E tc, (s, t> is dihedral with st FPF on 9. Thus as n is a power of two, s 
and t commute with an involution ZJ E (St). So if [st t] f  1 we can choose 
u = u, and thus s E A, a contradiction. 
Therefore we can choose s E P - Q, s E t G. Then the coset Bs C tc, and as 
M is transitive on (P/Q)+, there are at least nz(m - 1) + 112 - 1 = ?np - I = 
n - 1 members of tG in P, that is tG C P. 
LERIDW 3.8. Let GJ be a 3/2-transitive group of odd degree, such that for all 
OL f  /3, G,, is abelian, and for 1 < X < U,, , 0”‘“) has a RiV8. Assume also 
there exists 1 < B < U with F(u) rF(B) for all u E U,$ and all y, 8 EF(B). 
Then either U cyclic or 6” = L,(2). 
Proof. Let lb be an involution in U, and (y, 8) a cycle in zc, y, 8 $5’(B). 
Then IL acts on U,, = T, and C,(z) acts on F(u), and thus also on F(B). As 
W&4 CLF(B), can take F(C,(u) n F(B) = {a), and as CFcB) has a RNS, 
C,(U) is cyclic, and the involution t in C,(u) acts on U. Similarly C,(t) is 
cyclic. Let I be the subgroup consisting of all involutions in U. By Lemma 
2.3, (1, t> is dihedral of order four or eight. 
Assume U is not cyclic. Then 1 = <u, c> and ;a” = EZJ. We have shown that 
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there also exists an involution centralizing v  and permuting u and UV, so 
I < B and all involutions in U are conjugate in NoB. Let S be an S,-group of 
NoB containing t. S acts on I with CJ = U, so 1 S : U j = 2, and S is 
wreathed. u is the unique involution in Z(S), so S is Sylow in G. Thus if 
it 6 uG, we can assume an $-group of Co(t) is contained in S, and thus 
T = (t), contradicting 1 T 1 = / U /. So t E UG and T E UG. Therefore 
C,(t) = (u), S is dihedral of order eight, and G has one class of involutions. 
By Lemma 2.7, Go is primitive. Therefore if O(G) f  1, then G* has a 
RNS M, with M elementary abelian p-group. But then M = C,(U) x 
[U, M] with the 4-group U acting semiregularly on [U, M] + 1, a contra- 
diction. Thus with [S], and the remark that C,(U) = N,U, G g 4, or 
L,(q), 4 = 7 or 9. Further consideration yields Go = L,(2). 
SECTION 4. GROUPS WITH (**) AND n ODD 
THEOREM 4.1. Let GQ be a 3/2-transitive group of odd degree, an.d assume 
either 
(i) Go satisfies (**), OY 
(ii) for all a f /3 in 9, D is abelian, NoUFcu) ha-s a RNS of order 
m < n, m a prime power, and ZZma is empty. 
Then either 
(1) GQ = L,(2), or 
(2) GQ has RNS, there exists an involution t with 1 F(t)/ = 1, and for all 
invohtions if2 U, n = 1 F(u)12. 
Proof. Throughout this section G* is a counterexample to this theorem of 
minimal order. 
LEMMA 4.2. <f X E “Em6 , t centralizes Wx). 
Proof. Suffice to choose X with F(X) maximal with respect to inclusion. 
By minimality of G and property (6) of (**), if t does not centralize UFcX), then 
cG(x) F(X) = L,(2). But then as yt + y  for y  E U - X and some involution 
t E NGU, F(y) = F(U), again by (6) of (**). Thus letting B = U if I X j odd, 
and B = U n X if 1 X j even, Lemma 3.8 implies a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.3. If GQ has RNS, u is an involution ilt U, and for all x with 
I F(x)/ > 1, x” = x-l implies x2 = 1, tlzen eitlzer 
(1) n = IF(u)/*, OY 
(2) [u, v] = 1 for aZZ v  E 2P. 
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Prooj. Assume zr E uH with [u, V] f  1. Then u inverts ZW, (ZHJ)’ + 1, so by 
hypothesis F(W) = {a}. By Lemma 2.5, letting M be the RNS of Go, 
n = I C&)l I CMb)I = IF(4l”- 
LEMMA 4.4. Let u be an involution in U, and let k = j F(u)\. Then one of the 
.following holds. 
(1) F(u) C F(v) for some involution v  + u 
(2) for all involutions v, .w, with u f  v  # w and [ w,v] = I = [u, v], 
IF(v) nF(w)I = 1. 
(3) U,(u) is cyclic, and if w is an invohtioz with / F(w) n F(u)1 > I then 
either h = j F(w)\ OY k = (F(w)/“. Further th eye exists v  # u with 1 F(v)\ = ii, 
and assuming v  E U, if w E U either ( F(v)\ = k, or w = uv, F(w) = F(u) n F(v), 
and U contains no more involution. 
Proof. Assume 1 F(u) n F(v)1 = 1 for every involution v  with [u, V] = 1. 
By (**) and minimality of G, Nap has a RNS. L,et (y, S) be a cycle in EC. 
Then u centralizes an involution z: E U,,, , and by transitivity of NFtU) can take 
F(u) n F(V) = (a}. AS C,(V) F(W) has RNS, u normalizes 1’ = U,, for all 
w EF(v). As C,(u) acts semiregularly on F(u) - {a>, C,(u) is cyclic. Thus if 
w f  v  is involution in V, F(w) = F( I’), so F(w) 5 F(v). Thus by Lemma 3.5, 
V is cyclic and we are in (2). 
So assume F(u) g F( ) f  z’ or every involution v  # u and there exists involution 
21 f  u in U. By Lemma 3.8 can assume F(v) $ F(u). UFfu) acts semiregularly 
on F(V) - (F(I~) n F(V)), and C,(V)~(~) has RNS, so UFcu) is cyclic, and by 
minimality of G, j F(v)\ = ( F(u) n F(v)j2 = K. Similarly if zo is involution in 
LI with /F(w):) f  K, then F(w) cF(u) and / F(zu)/~ = k. Thus must have 
F(w) = F(u) n F(v). As F(w) n F(u) = F(v) n F(u), and .!W”) has RNS, 
F(u) OF, so ZL = ZW. 
LEMMA 4.5. G contains no involution t with j F(t)\ = 1 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that F(t) = {a>. Let u be an involution in 
N with j F(u)1 = Iz maximal, and let N = No(a) and S an &-group of 
N n H. Lemmas 3.8 and 4.4 imply that if (y, 8) is a cycle in U, then U,,8 is 
cyclic, or 1 F(v)\ = K for all involutions v  E UV,, , or r/,, has esactly three 
involutions ur , vr , wr , [F(q)/ = ( F(o,)I = h. In every case we see that if v  
is an involution in U,, and ~‘6’ EF(U+), then an element of the form (r’, 6’)... 
centralizes v. Similarly the same holds for 2) E U. 
Let (y’, 8’) be a cycle in t. Then t normalizes l,cfl,,, , so 01 EF( U,,,,). Thus 
if v  is involution in N n lJ,,> , then zl E U,,,6, , and by the discussion above, t 
centralizes o. In particular can assume t E S. Now UFcu) is cyclic by Lemmas 
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3.8 and 4.4, so t and tu are the only involutions in S fixing just 01 in F(u). If 
we are in 4.4-(2), clearly F(W) + {cK}. If we are in 4.4-(3) and F(h) = (cx>, 
then choosing v as in 4.4-(3), v = t . tu = u a contradiction. Thus t is the 
unique involution in S with F(t) = (a>. Let x E O(D) with xt = x-l. Then 
xtu E (tu)D, so xtu = (xtu)t = x-%1, and x = 1. Thus t is unique in N, and 
therefore in G. Therefore H = C,(t) and by Glauberman’s Z* theorem [6], 
G = O(G) H. By Lemma 2.7, Gn has a RNS, and by Lemma 2.5, n = 
1 F(w)] 1 F(wt)l for all involutions w $ tG. Thus by Lemma 4.3, and choice of G 
as counterexample, for some w, [w, w,] = 1 for zul E wH. 
If U,, cyclic for all 01, /3, it follows that u, t, and ut are the only involutions in 
H, so /F(u)] 1 F(ut)j = n = IF(u)1 + I F(ut)l - 1 impossible. Thus with 
Lemmas 4.4 and 2.5, we can assume U is as in 4.4-(3) and n = 1 F(w)13. Thus 
IF(zut)l = k and I F(ut)l = / F(vt)l = I F(zu)l, and every involution in S 
commutes with all its conjugates in H. But then S contains all involutions in 
H, impossible as above. 
LEMMA 4.6. If G co&aim an involution u satisfring 4.4-(2), then UOi,, is 
cyclic for all 01, j3. 
Proof. Assume u satisfies 4.4-(2). Suffices to show every involution a 
satisfies 4.4-(2). Clearly if v E uG, 4.4-(2) holds. So assume not. Then v and u 
commute with a third involution .w, and by Lemma 4.4, w and therefore v 
satisfy 4.4-(2). 
LEMMA 4.7. iYe, is cyclic for all a:, /3. 
Proof. Assume not. Let u be an involution with K = 1 F(u)1 maximal. By 
Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6, can assume u, v E U, j F(v)/ = / F(v) (7 Fan = K. Let 
(y, 8) be a cycle in u. As in Lemma 4.5, u centralizes every involution in 
u, = u,, . Let zcl be an involution in U, . Can assume u1 E H. If 
F(u) n F(uJ = {a>, u1 acts on U, so as U is not cyclic, some involution in U, 
which we may take to be v, fixes at least m points of F(u,). Thus either 
1 F(uJ = k or F(u,) CF(v) and 1 F(u,a)l = R. Similarly either [ F(uu,)l = K 
or j F(uu,v)l = k. So if neither u1 or ZLU, fix k points, then 
1 F(uu,) n F(uup)l = 1, 
since (uuJ(z~u~v) = v fixes k points. Thus we can assume 1 F(u,)l = K, since 
clearly if j F(uJ n F(u)1 > 1 then j F(q)\ = k. Further u1 in the latter case 
has cycle (y’, 6’) inF(u), so zll acts on U, = UY,s, . If U, is cyclic then u and 
uul are the only involutions in an &-group of N = NG(u) with cycle (y’, a’), 
while by minimality of G, NFf2‘) has involution fixing exactly one point, with 
cycle (y’, S’), contradicting I U, I = I U j > 2. So we can assume u1 ED* - D. 
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Let I’ = set of pairs (t, X) such that t is an involution in D*, h: is an invo- 
lution in U with /F(X)\ = k, and / F(x) n F(t)1 = 1. Let b = order of the 
group of all involutions in U. Suppose there exists involution w E U tvith 
( r;‘(w)! f  k. Then by Lemma 4.4 F(w) =F(u) n F(v) and b = 4. Let (t, U) E r. 
Then (t, W) 6 r or else as [u, W] = 1 and CG(t)F(“) has KNS,F(t) C&‘(W) = 
F(W) cF(u). So, by 4.2, as there are only four involutions in D” - D, and 
four elements in r, we can assume (2~~) U) E r. But now F(u) nr;(zLl) = 
F(W) n F(u,) = {a>, SO F(u,) CF(uw) = F(u), contradicting 1 F(zc,)j = k. It 
follows that j F(x)/ = k f  or all involutions x E D*. As above (i, U) E r implies 
(t, v) $ rfor z1 f  U. Thus 2(b - 1) = j r i < b, so that b < 2, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.8. aeB is oddfor all a, p. 
Boof. Assume aaB is even. Let ~4 be the involution in U, N = N,(U) and 
B = C;iiU) . Let (7, 6) be a cycle in u, v  = U,, and z’ the involution in 1;: We 
can assume@) n F(v) = {a). 0 acts on /YU) in i\jFCU), so 21 acts on U. Let S 
be an &-group of JV containing v  and U. Any involution in S is contained in 
(23, v). Let U = (JJ>. 
As axa is even, (‘(, U) is dihedral, semidihedral, or ordinary nonabelian with 
1 Z; i > 4. We consider this last case first. I f  Z& is empty, then as ‘I centralizes 
yz7 y” acts on F(v) = F( I’) and thus on I;“. I f  u does not centralize V, Tf has an 
auromorphism of order 1 U //2 = / I’ //2, impossible as / Y 1 > 4. So 17 acts 
on U and we get a similar contradiction. So ZU, is nonempty, and a,,,6 < 2 for 
all y, 6. 
Let I = (a, u>, t = uzj. I contains all involutions in S, and t = .a~. Suppose 
v  $-i UC. ~1 is the only central involution in S, so S is Sylow in G, and by the 
P theorem, G = O(G) N. So G has a RNS, and n = IF(u)\ !F(v)l” 
Arguing as in Lemma 4.5 we get a contradiction. 
Thus G has one class of involutions. Let R = C,@). There exists elements 
of iV,R fixing any one of u, ~1, t and permuting the remaining two, so there is 
an element permuting them cyclically. By Lemma 2.4, R is either abelian or 
isomorphic to an $-group of Us(4). In the first case S is wreathed, contra- 
dicting U, z’, t all the involutions in S. In the second case, Aut R does not 
contain D, . 
Thus (v, u> is dihedral or semidihedral. So aaB > 2 and Pap is empty, 
unless i U j = 4. In any case U is characteristic in (v, U> = iV,U, so 
S = (a, u) is Sylow in G. If  u $ UC, then we can assume V < S, contra- 
dicting 1 I’ j 3 4. Thus G has one class of involutions. 
Suppose S is semidihedral. By [l], either all elements of order four in S 
are conjugate in N, or G has a subgroup GO of index two with (G, , JJ> = 6. 
As a > 2, U a N, so G,, exists. G has one class of involutions, and F(u) = 
F(U), so all UYs’s are conjugate, and G,,” 1s 3/2-transitive. But now by 
minimality of G, GO contains an involution fixing one point, a contradiction. 
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So S is dihedral and G has one class of involutions, so by [S], G/O(G) is 
isomorphic to A, , or a subgroup of Aut L,(q), q odd. Let k = 1 F(zc)l, and 
r = the set of w, u + w E uG with [w, U] = 1. Then (n - k)/(k - 1) = 
[ r 1 = 2ka, so n = k[2a(k - 1) + 11. 
Suppose O(G) f 1. Then Go has a RNS, and by Lemma 2.5, n = ks. 
2a=k+l,soifa=2,k=3=m,whileifa>2thenbphypothesis 
k = na. Thus A, is not involved in G, since there a cyclic subgroup of order 
four is not normal in the centralizer of its involution. So 
= I Ow)l d4” - 1) 42, 
with I N n H / = [ O(H) n N j (q - ) E c, where rfl = E = qmod4. And 
by Lemma 3.2, (I O(H)\, m3 + m + 1) = (I N 1, m” + m + 1) = 1 or 3. 
Thus (m* + m + 1) 3s = q(q + ~)/2, 6 = 0 or 1. Let p be a prime divisor of 
(q + c)/2. Then u inverts an element x of order p, since an involution in L,(q) 
does so, and IF(x)1 = 1. But now by Lemma 2.5, nz* = IF( I F(u)1 = 
n = m3. So O(G) = 1. Again considering AJ, A, cannot be G, so G < 
AutL,(q). Therefore N is metacyclic, k = m is prime, and 2am = (q - c)/2. 
Thus [4am + c][2am + E] = q(q + l )/2 = I G : N I = ~(12 - l)/m(m - 1) = 
[2a(m - 1) + 1][2am + 11, a contradiction. 
Thus for all a, p, U,, is cyclic and a,, is odd. Define 14, fV, S etc as in 
Lemma 4.8. As a,, is odd, I contains all involutions in S. S acts on wc for any 
involution w, so if neither cu or t is in zP, then 1 uG 1 is odd and S is Sylow in G. 
Further by Z* theorem, G = O(G) IV, so G* has a RNS, and 
n = I WI I @)I I WI. 
If 9& is empty, 71 = ms. H as two or three classes of involutions, uiH, with 
C I uiH 1 = (n - l)/(m - 1) = m* + m + 1, and with I uiH j dividing 
m3 - 1. So for some i, (m2 + m + 1, I uiH I) > 3. But H = O(H) N, so with 
Lemma 3.2, we have a contradiction. Thus ano = 1 for all a, p, and by 
Lemma 4.3, for zu EP either n = 1 F(W)\* or w commutes with all its 
conjugates in H. It follows that 1 contains all involutions in H and 
Ie4I Ie4l I F)l = 72 = IWI + IF(n)1 + 1F(t)j - 1, 
which is impossible. 
So can assume that v E ~1~. Suppose v 6 Z(S). Then t E vs and S is Sylow in 
G. Letting R = Cs(v), and arguing on R and S as in Lemma 4.8, we get a 
similar contradiction. So T < Z(S). We can assume S is Sylow in G, so by a 
theorem of Burnside, U, v, and t are permuted cyclicly by an element of No(S). 
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So by Lemma 2.4, S is either abelian or isomorphic to a Sylow group of U,(4). 
With a result of Lyons, [12], considering NFc2&) we have a contradiction in the 
later case. 
If  NO(G) = G, then n = IF(zd If Y&s is empty, Lemma 3.2 yields a 
contradiction. If  not, a,, = 1 for all CL, /3 and a familiar argument yields 
n = i F(u)J’. So NO(G) f  G, and by [16], G/O(G) < AutL,(q), qodd, with 
S the 4-group. Since S is dihedral the arguments in the later part of Lemma 
4.8 are applicable, and we have our final contradiction. 
This established Theorem 4.1. 
SECTION 5. GROUPS WITH (**) AND n EVEN 
LEMMA 5.1. Let p be 3/2-transitive group of even degree with D abelialz 
and aaB = 1. Assume B < Usuch that [ F(B)] = m is power of two, m < n and 
NoUF(u) has RNS, NoBFtBJ has exactly m - 1 FPF inoolutions, and fey all 
y  E U+, F(y) C F(B). Then either 
(1) U cyclic or elementary abelian, R == m2 and GQ has n - 1 FPF 
i?tvolutions. 
(2) U cyclic, n = m(2m - I), G has one class cf involutions. 
If  U is not cyclic, then 
(3) GQ is 2-transitive with RNS, n = m?, and H = L,(nz). 
I f  NoB F(B) has RNS and G has one class of involutions, then 
(4) / U j = 2 and G < AutL,(2m). 
Proof. Let Go be minimal counter example. Let M = N&, u an 
involution in U. As Go is 3/2-transitive of even degree, hi is Sylow in H, and 
thus G is transitive on {U,,}. We use these facts implicitly throughout this 
section. In particular as F(y) C F(B) f  or all y  E W, they imply that M is 
strongly embedded in H. So H has a single class of involutions @ with 
& n U = @, and U is either cyclic or elementary abelian. Let b = order of 
the subgroup of involutions in U, let r = set of v  E uG - U with [v, U] = 1, 
and let E = number of FPF involutions in N - U, where N = N&. Then 
(ra - m.)(b - 1)/m = 1 r / = b(m - 1) - E, so 
n = m[b(m - 1) - E]/(b - I) + m. 
The sets F( U,,) - (a>, partition Sz - {DC}, so m - 1 divides n - I, and 
therefore [b(m - 1) - E]/(b - 1). Further E < b(m - 1). Thus if b = 2, 
either n = mB and E = m - 1, so that G has z - 1 FPF involutions, or 
n = m(2m - 1) and G has one class of involutions. If  b > 2, then B = U, 
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and N,JWs) has RNS by hypothesis. Let Q be an S-group of the preimage of 
the RNS. Then (Q/B)+ is divided into (m - l)/(b - I) classes of cosets, 
with all members of each class conjugate under N. Thus E = (b - 1) e, and 
as m - 1 divides [b(m - 1) - El/(6 - l), (m - 1)/b - I) divides e. There- 
fore b - 1 divides b - [(b - 1) e/(m - I)], E = m - 1, and n = m2. 
Assume b > 2. Then m + 1 = (n - l)/(m - 1) = / H : M j, with 
(H/O(C)H) d AuG(b)by [41, so / 0 / b(b2 - 1) c = 1 H 1 = (m + 1) 1 n4 1) 
with (6 - 1) c dividing m - 1. By Lemma 2.5,O = nU+ C,(U) < M, and 
thus b = m. It follows that W(s) and therefore Go is 2-transitive. As D is 
abelian, H = L,(m) and D = U. Lemma 3.7 implies Go has RNS. 
Assume N,Ws) has RNS and G has one class of involutions. Let 0’ = (y), 
t E N - U. t centralizes U, so U acts on F(t) and semiregularly. Thus an 
&-group S of N,B contains an element x acting semiregularly on F(B) with 
/ x 1 = 1 U /. By Lemma 3.3 <B) = u and Q, an &-group of the preimage of 
the RNS of NoWE), is elementary abelian. Considering the transfer of 
G-+ S/Q, by minimality of G we have S = Q. Go is primitive of degree 
m(2m - l), so O(G) = 1. By [16], G < AutLs(2m). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let GQ satisj> (**) with n even. Theit U is cyclic and GQ 
satis$es eithw (1) or (2) of Lemma 5. I. 
Proof. Assume the theorem to be false and let GR be a minimal counter 
example. Lemma 5.1 implies there exists 1 f X < D with F(X) $J’( U). 
Choose X with F(X) maximal. By Lemma 5.1 and (5) of (**), 1 X / is even, 
C,XF(x) satisfies (1) or (2) of Lemma 5.1, and there exists y E U with 
F(y) $F(X). Choosingy withF(y) maximal we have U = V x Y, Ii = lJFca) 
and 17 = UFcy) , with Y and V cyclic. 
Suppose CFcX) has one class of involutions. Then by 5.1-(4), Y = (y) has 
order two, and as no involution in G acts FPF on F(X), the involution v in V 
is conjugate to either y or yzl. As U is Sylow in H, all are conjugate in N&J, 
and U is the 4-group. Let S be a &group of C = C,(v). Then S is Sylow 
in G. S/V and V are elementary abelian by Lemma 5.1, so S is elementary 
abelian of order 4~2. But as m 3’4, and C involves L,(2m), [16] yields a 
contradiction. 
So for each involution u, / F(u)/ = m, = mzvu. Let e, = j uG n NC U - U 1, 
I, = 1 C,,(U) : D I, and I = 1 H : D /. Let r = the set of pairs (x, U,,,) with 
y, 6 E&‘), .r = (y, 6) ... in UC. Then 
TZ+Z - ~~,)/n~,Z,nz = j G : C,(u)1 (n - m,)/m = / r I = n(n - 1) e,/m(m - l), 
so n = m,[(n - 1) e,Z,/Z(m - 1) + 11. N ow either all involutions in U are 
conjugate in NJJ or none are conjugate in G. So by Lemma 2.1, 1,/l = 
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(nz, -- 1)/3s(n - l), where 8 = 1 if U h as one class of involutions, 0 
otherwise. So IZ = mU[ecL(mrc - 1)/39r~ - 1) + 11. As HZ - 1 divides IZ - 1 
and ((ml - 1)/(772 - l), m - 1 j  = 1, m - 1 divides e,/38. Notice that 
xu e, = 4(m - 1). 
Assume first that 6 = 0. Then if w E uG and [w, U] = 1, zu act FPF onF(u). 
Let u be the involution in Y, w the involution in V. Then 
m, = 1 F(u) n F(z)p = d = 77~” I 
so e, = e, . Further 77zuo = m or 773. I f  mzcv = m, then equating the expression 
we get for n, eau > e,m(m + l), a contradiction. So euu = e, = e, = 772 - 1, 
and n = 77~~. But H = O(H)Uwith j O(H)] = E / O(D); and (PPZ* - l)/(m - 1) 
dividing 1. Thus ma + 1 divides 1 O(H)], contradicting Lemma 3.2. 
So 8 = 1, and 3(m - 1) divides e, < 4(772 - 1). Thus e,, = 3(772 - l), and 
n = m4. / H / = I I D j with ( m4 - l)/(m - 1) dividing E, while by Lemma 
3.2, (m2 + 1, / O(H)]) = 1. It follows from [16], that N/O(H) is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of Au&(q), Q = 3,5 mod 8. Let 4d = j D I, and b(nz + 1) = E, ‘ 
Then 1 0 j q($ - l)c/2 = 1 H 1 = 12bd(mZ + l)(m + l), with 4bd = j C&U)/- 
With Lemma 2.5, c j 0 I =f3bd, so 4db(m + 1) = j C,(zl>i =fbd(q - e) 
where &l = E = qmod4. As (m2 + 1, 1 C,(u)\) = 1, we have f  = 1, 
4(m + 1) = 4 - E and & + ~)/2 = 3(m2 + 1), which is impossible. 
SECTION 6. THE MINIMAL COUNTER EXAMPLE 
We now assume the main theorem to be false and let G” be a minimal 
counter example. Bender’s result [3, 41 imply U + 1. With [2], 72 + 2 mod 4. 
In this section we prove the following 
THEOREM 6.1. G” satisfies (*) and ;f NC UFtu) km a RNS, theta F(D) = 
9% Pb 
Thus in this section we assume Gn does not satisfy (*) and produce a 
contradiction. The next lemma follows directly from Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 6.2. If P is an SD-group of D for a prinze p, then ! F(P)J > 2. 
LEMMA 6.3. NGUFcu) has a RNS. jF(D)j > 2. 
Proof. Let N = NoU. Suppose N F(U) does not have RNS. Then by 
minimality of G, there exists a prime p and an S,-group P of D with 
I F(P) r\ F(X)1 = 2, and N = (G,,8 : y, 6 EF( U)>. Thus U is in the center 
of N. Further there exists y  E P with yt $ y  mod NFcir) , so in particular t 
does not centralize P. But NGPF(p) is 2-transitive by Lemma 2.1, so as above 
P is in the center of NGP unless I F(P)1 = 2. But this contradicts Lemma 6.2. 
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Next suppose 1 F(D)/ = 2. By minimahty of G, IVU) = S(q) 4 even. Let 
X _C D, C = CoX, and A = F(X) n F( 77). Then N&J = (G+ : y, 8 E A) is 
2-transitive on A. Now 1 F(X)1 = 1 A 1 z 0 mod 2, and C:(x) is l/2-transitive 
for any y  EF(X), since C,, = G,, . Thus U is an &.-group of C, , and C, is 
transitive on the groups U,, , y  E F(X). S ince Cd is 2-transitive, it follows that 
CFtX) is 2-transitive. Thus G* satisfies (*), contrary to assumption. 
LEMna 6.4. If n is odd, then a = a,, < 2, and ;f X E &,, , CG(X)F(X) is 
transitive. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, Zaa is nonempty. So let X E 9& of maximal 
order. Let K = / F(X)I, r = I F(X) f~ F(U)/ and C = CJ. Claim CF(X’ is 
transitive. Suffice to show t = (01, p) . . . is in C for any 01, /3 EF(X), so assume 
not, say t = (01, /3) . . . not in C. t normalizes U, and by minimality of G, Z’ acts 
on XFtU), so t fixes a point w of F(X) n F( U). t $ C, so U is Sylow in C, . As 
in Lemma 3.4, C, is transitive on the groups U,,,, , y  EF(X), and every 
nontrivial orbit of CE’“’ has length I = 0 mod e, e = (k - l)/(r - 1). Let I’, 
A be orbits of P(x), w E r. Then 1 r j = 1 mod e, while 1 A I = 0 mod e, so 
for any 6 E F(X) - I’and any y  E F(X), U,, is not Sylow in C, . But the set T 
of involutions t in C - U,, normalizing U ys , generate a group transitive on 
the set of points in F(X) n F( U,,) fixed by a member of T, since No WU) has 
a RNS. Thus A = F(X) - r is also an orbit in CF’“). 
Now if y, 8 EF(X), then by 2-transitivity of Go, X is maximal in 9& . So 
by Lemma 3.8, either CF(*) z CA = L,(2), or UFtx) s CJ* is cyclic. The 
former is impossible since L,(2) h as no 3/2-transitive representation of even 
degree with I U I = 4, i.e. Cr. Now NcUF’u’n” has a RNS of odd order, and 
UF(x) is cyclic, so this RNS centralizes !Px) and X, and therefore UX. As 
UX is an -&-group of D for some set of primes rr, with 2-transititivity of G, 
C,YF( y, is transitive for any r-group Y of D. 
Thus CFtx) is transitive. By Lemma 3.8, either CFcx) = L,(2) or UFcx) is 
cyclic. Assume the former. Then Px) is 2-transitive, so X is the unique 
maximal element in Pfis . Thus F(y) = F(U) for y  E D - X, and for W c X, 
CoWF(W) is transitive. Now if 1 X I is odd, then Lemma 3.8 yields a contra- 
diction. So let W < X be maximal with respect to (U n X)F(w) f  1. Then 
for all u E U, F(u) n F( W) _C F(X), an d a g ain Lemma 3.8 yields a contradiction. 
Thus UFtx) is cyclic, and as above if Y C UX, C,(Y)F(Y) is transitive. 
Further by Theorem 4.1, t = (a,/?) . . . centralizes DF(X). Thus a < 2. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let n be even. Then a = a,, -1 1, and if X < D is maximal 
zuith F(X) g F( U), then lJFtx) is cyclic. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, if X_C D with F(X) $F(U), then C,XF(x) is 
3/2-transitive. Let X < D be maximal with respect to UFcx) + 1, let 
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N = No U, and let 0 = O(N) X. If  u is an involution in UFfx), and (y, 8) a 
cycle in u, then u centralizes an involution ‘u E lJ,, , so zi acts onF(u) A P(X) = 
F(U) n F(X), and o E N. If  ZJ centralize y  E 0 F(X), then y  acts semiregularly on 
F(v) n F(X) = F( U,,) n F(X), which has order a power of two, so y  E X0 
Thus ZI inverts OFcx). As / F(D)1 > 2, it follows that some involution 
t E N,D - U centralizes OFfX). t also centralizes DFtu) and .X, so t centralizes 
O(D). Thus a = ua4 is a power of two. Let ll4 = (NJT) n H. :WFrxJ is 
strongly embedded in (C n H)F’X), so UFcx) is cyclic or elementary abelian. 
In former case as / F(X) f7 F( U)\ > 2, some t centralizes UFtX), so a < 2. In 
later case let Q be an $-group of the preimage of the RNS in NcU(F(X)“‘(U)). 
Then every coset of (Q/U) ” F contains an involution and A!? is transitive on 
( UF(x))* so UF(x) < Z(QF(X)), and therefore QFLx) is elementary abelian. Thus 
again n < 2. 
Claim UFtx) is cyclic. Suppose not. Let K = fi C,(t), t ranging over all 
involutions in NGU. Then for y  E D - K, F(y) = F( L’), and as M is 
transitive on ( UFtx))x-, either K = D or K = X. In the later case 1 X i must 
be even, so let W < X be maximal with respect to (U n X)“cW’ f  1. Then 
NHWW) is strongly embedded in NBWF(s’), . rmpossible since u E X cannot be 
conjugate to y  E D - X, as F(y) = F(U). 
So X = D, and a = 1. Thus by Lemma 5.1, F(U) cF(X), and CFcX) is 
2-transitive. Let x E X. Then C,(x) is transitive on UC n CG(x) and 2- 
transitive on F(U), so C,(~Z)~‘“) is 2-transitive. Thus by minimality of G, for 
z EX~,F(~) =F(X). Thus by Lemma 5.1, for someyE U - X,F(yj +F(U). 
Thus there exists involution u E UwithF(u) gF(X). Let I F(z/)l = Y. Suppose 
1 X 1 is odd, and let r = set of YE Xc with Y < C,(U). Let k = 
j F(X) n F(u)j. Then / F(X)1 = k2, and 
(n - r)/(k2 - k) = j r 1 = Y(Y - l),fk(k - I), 
so 1z = y2, By [16], H/O(H) < autL,(k), and with the above remarks it is easy 
to show O(H) = 1, and thus k = Y, a contradiction. 
So ( X j even. Let Y be maximal with respect to u E Y, UF( u f  1. Since 
C&p’ is not 2-transitive UF’i” is cyclic. Thus letting 1,’ = U n Y and 
TV = U n X, we have U L VxW, with W cyclic and V elementary abelian 
of order k. uG n U = uNEU = I’+, and F(u) = F(Q so a conjugate of u 
acting on U acts FPF onF(u). Therefore by Theorem 5.2, j F(u)1 = kz. Let w 
be involution in W. As in Lemma 3.6, 
k+,(k + 1) + l] = n = k2[e,(kz - lj + l]. 
Now e,, < k, since there are k involutions acting FPF on F(u) with cycle 
(a, ,B), so e, = k - 1 and ?Z = k4. Considering the transfer of H -+ U/V, 
481/rS/r-9 
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H = H,W with H, a H, and H,,/O(H) = L,(K). Thus K2 + 1 divides 
1 O(H)I, and the proof of Lemma 3.2 yields a contradiction. 
So UFcx) is cyclic. Define K and Q as above. Then D/K is cyclic, so for 
yED-K,tEQ,yt=yx,xEK,andthusasIQI>2,D=Kanda=I. 
With the sequence of lemmas in this section, one can now easily check that 
Go satisfies (**). i3ut now Lemmas 4,1, 5.1, 5.2, and 3.7 contradict the choice 
of G as a counter example to the main theorem. Thus G satisfies (*), and 
theorem 6.1 is established. 
SECTION 7. GROUPS SATISFYING (*) 
Before continuing with our reductions we make some initial remarks. First 
G contains no normal, 2-transitive proper subgroup G, , or else by minimality 
of G, Gon is known, in turn implying that G* is known. Second, if x E D with 
/ F(x)/ > 2, then by (*) and L emma 2.1, if xg E D, then xg = xd = x where 
d E D. From here on, t is an involution with cycle (ol, 8). Thus xt = x. 
LEMMA 7.1. If u is an invoZution in U with 1 F(u)] evefz, then 
1 F(u)1 = 0 mod 4. 
Proof. As noted in Section 6, if n is even then n = 0 mod 4. Thus if 
] F(zl)[ = 2 mod 4, zc acts as an odd permutation on m, so G has a subgroup of 
index two which is 2-transitive on Sz. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let p be an odd prime, u an irwolution in D, and 
a = 1 D: C,(t)I.LetPbeanS,-groupofD,a, =ppartofa,andH = PcFu). 
Then a2, = 1 P : CF(t)l and $ a2, f  1, P contains an element x of order p with 
xt = x-l and j F(x)! = 2. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.1, 1 F(u)1 > 2, so by one of our initial remarks, t 
centralizes PFcu) . Thus a, = 1 P : C=(t)1 = I P : Cp(t)l. I f  a, f 1, t inverts 
some element x of order p. As xt + x, I F(x)/ = 2. 
LEMMA 7.3. Exactly one of the following properties is satisjied by evwy 
involution u in U. Here N = No(u). 
(1) n odd, a = 1 DFcu) : Cnr[uj(t)/, and NF(u) < AutL, L = L,(q), 
S4qh or U&7)- 
(2) n even, a = I DFcu) : C, ( ) P u (t)l is odd, and NFfa) = S(29 L,(q), 
or L(q). 
(3) n even, a = q - 1, NF(u) = L(q), Ucyclic. 
(4) n even, a = 2, NF(u) = S(2z6), U cyclic. 
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Proof. First we remark that by Lemma 7.1, (u> = uG n D, so for 
t E uG n D* - D, (F(t) n8’(~)I < 1. Now by minimality of G, NF(lL) is 
known, by Theorem 6.1, if NFcU) has a RNS, then IVY = S(29, and by 
opening remark W(th) contains an involution fixing at most one point. In 
particular if q is odd, NFcU) + U,(q) or R(q). It is also easy to see that NFsU) 
satisfies (*). By Lemma 7.2, the odd part of a is equal to 
1 O(D)F’U’ : CO,D~F(&)~- 
Thus if Ff U) f  {a, /3), a = / DFtU) : Cgm(t)l. 
Thus we are in (1) or (2) unless N F(CL) = L(q) or S(2e’) for some zc, and P 
does not centralize U. So let y  E U with yt f  y. Then / F(y)1 = 2, soy is not 
an involution. Let u be an involution with F(yi) C P(U) for all i, and with F(u) 
maximal. Let B = U F(u). Claim U acts semiregularly on Q - F(u). For if 
not there exists involution s E U with F(x) g F(u). ?YQ) and UFir) are cyclic, 
so U = BxX, X = lJF~) . But now as zt and .Y fixes more than two points, 
t centralizes B and X, and therefore U. So U acts semiregularly on Q - F(U), 
and thus j U 1 divides n - / F(u)l. But y  acts as an add permutation onI?( so 
it must also be odd on 5;! - F(u). Thus / y  j is the greatest power of two 
dividing IZ - /F(u)!, and therefore U = <y\. 
LEB~IA 7.4. For y  E U, y f  = y-l if a& only if y” = 1. 
Proof. Assume y  E U, y f  = y-l with y” + 1. By last lemma C = (y> 
has order four. Let S be an &-group of hi,U. Then S is dihedral of order 
eight, so G is characteristic in S, and thus S is Sylow in G. But S is not even 
Sylow in -VG(u), u the involution in U. 
LEivIMA 7.5. For all inaolutions u in U; / F(u)1 = m is constant, and one of 
the followakg holds: 
(1) 11 = m[a(nz - 1) + 11, a is even, and G has om class of imohtiom 
U is cyclic. 
(2) n = m[2a(m - 1 + l)], a is odd, and G has one class of iwolutions. 
u is cydic. 
(3) n = m[a(m - 1) + 11, a is odd, and there exists an involution t witk 
IWI < 1. 
Proof. Let B be the order of the group of involutions in U. By Lemma 7.1) 
the 6 - 1 involutions are in distinct conjugacy classes of 6. On the other 
hand, any conjugacy class of involutions has a representative in D:” - D, 
while by Lemma 3.5, there are at most b D-classes there, with equality if a 
is odd. Let u be an involution in U, and define e, as in Lemma 3.6. The above 
481/18/1-Q* 
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discussion implies e, = 1, except possibly for one u,, with e, = 2. And by 
Lemma 3.6, letting ~2, = 1 F(s)/, 
n = mu[ueu(mu - 1) + 11. (7.5.1) 
First assume a is even. Then by Lemmas 7.3 and 7.4, U = (y) with 
yt = yu, 1 y 1 > 4. Th en tv = tu, so D* - D contains a unique class of 
involutions, and e, = 1. Thus can assume a is odd. If  there exists t with 
1 F(t)1 < 1, then et4 = 1 for all u. Equating different representations of n of the 
form (7.5. l), nz,, = m is constant for all U. Thus it remains to show that if no t 
exists with 1 F(t)1 ,( 1, then U is cyclic. Suppose not. Then there exists 
involutions .~a , U, with e, = 2, e, = 1. Let k = j F(u,,)~, 112 = I F(u)l. Then 
.k[2a(R-l)+1]=n=m[u(m-l)+1],so~~z>K.Ifa=1,mandRare 
powers of two, with k(2k - 1) = 19, a contradiction. Thus a = (9 - 1) E, 
‘E = 1, 4, for Q even, odd, respectively, and m = qi + 1, k = $ + 1, 
1 <<i <i < 3. Thus 
$[2(q - 1) ~(4 + 1) + l] = @[(q - 1) E(@ + 1) + 11. (7.5.2) 
If  qis eventhe rightside of(7.5.2) is d ivisible by a higher power of two than the 
left, so 4 is odd. But then by Lemma 7.3, i = j = 1, contradicting wz > K. 
LEMMA 7.6. a > 2. 
Proof. Suppose a < 2. Then NFfU) = S(m), m = 2t. Let Q be the 
&-group of the preimage of the RNS of NFCU), and S an &-group of N. 
Let B = Q n Lr. Then Q = (tN, B), and if s E t*, [s, t] < B < Z(Q), so 
Q’ < (u). I f  a = 2, by Lemma 7.5 U is cyclic and S is Sylow in G. Let 
M < N with MF(u) Frobenius, and consider M/Q’. M/Q’ = l&/Q’ x B/Q’. 
Let .Qa be &-group of M,, . Unless wz = 4, and Q. is quaternion, we can 
assume t E Q,, , so QO = <t&l, Q’) is elementary abelian, and (Q,, , u) = Q1 
consists of all involutions in S. But now considering the transfer of G -+ S/Q, , 
G contains a normal 2-transitive subgroup, a contradiction. 
So assume Q, is quaternion. Then n = 28, and as B acts semiregularly on 
24 points, and as an even permutation, j B 1 < 4. t = xb, x an element of order 
four in QO , and b E B, so B has order four. B acts on F(t), and t E uG, so S 
contains an element w with w2 = t. Letting U = (y>, t” = tu, so (y, W) = S 
is wreathed of order 32. But now by [I], Go = U,(3), contradicting choice 
of G. 
So a = 1, and by Lemma 7.5, n is either m(2m - 1) or rnI. In the first case 
U is cyclic, S Sylow in G and t centralizes U, so that U acts FPF on F(t). By 
Lemma 3.3, Q is elementary abelian and considering the transfer of G -+ S/Q, 
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S = Q. Go is primitive of even degree, so O(G) = 1, and with 1161, G < 
Aut &(2??zj. Further if 2~. = 2i, then m - 1 divides fi so m = 4 and 
Go = R(3), again contradicting choice of G. 
So H. = m2, and can take t FPF on Sz, so that Lemma 3.7 yields a contra- 
diction. 
LEMMA 7.7. G is simple. 
Proof. 2 < a = (q - 1) E with qi + 1 = 1 F(u)1 f  2 mod 4, so there 
exists an odd prime p dividing a. By Lemma 7.2, there exists x of order p with 
.x~ = x-l, and / F(x)1 = 2. Assume 1 < A 4 G. If  1 A / is odd then Go 
possesses a RNS. So 1 A / is even, and can assume t E A. Then t” = x-st E A, 
so x E A. Let P be an SD-group of A n D. x E P, so j F(P)1 = 2. Thus P is. 
Sylom in A n H, and H = (A r\ H) N,P = (A n H) D. Thus B is a 
proper normal 2-transitive subgroup of G, a contradiction. 
LEbnuA 7.8. Let 2.4 Be any imolution in U, q a power of p, zdzere 
a = (q - 1) E. Therz 
(1) if n is odd, F(x) cF(u) for any x E D+, and O(Dj lzas a normal 
complement in H. 
(2) if ~z is even, F(x) CF(u) for all x E O(D)* and O,,(D) has a normal 
complement in H. 
Proof. To prove the first part of (1) or (2), suffices to assume x has prime 
order 1’. First assume F(x) n F(u) = {a, @. If n is odd, Y f  2, while if II even, 
we may assume Y + 2. So ~8 # x and thus F(x) = {OX, /I). Therefore we mav 
take j F(x) A F(u)] > 2. So either NFtU) = Us(q), 1 F(s) n F(u)\ = q + 1 
with y  even and r odd, or F(u) C F(x). ‘By minimality of G and since a > 2, 
c&p’ is known and without RNS. If n is odd, we have a contradiction 
since CFtx) contains an involution fixing more than one point. So n is even, 
/P(U)\ = y  + 1 and / F(x)1 = q3 + 1. But by Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5, n < qa + I, 
a contradiction. 
Notice that for all A’,-groups R of D, / F(R)1 = pi + I, 1 < pi < q, by the 
above. Thus unless I’ = p, R is Sylow in Ii. But now the second part of (1) and 
(2) follows from Burnside’s transfer theorem, since R is in the center of its 
normalizer in D, and thus also in H. 
LEMMA 7.9. n is odd. 
Proof. -Assume n is even. Let u be an involution in U, N == Xo(zc), and S 
an &-group of N containing U. Then AiFi2[! = L,(q) or E(y), q odd. Let 
B = bTF(L‘) - 
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First assume we are in (1) or (2) of Lemma 7.5. Then U = (y) is cyclic 
and S is Sylow in G. Further S = (x, y, s : xs I= s-lb, b E Bj, where s in an 
involution if U = l3, and s = ~1 if not. (x, Bj contains an involution t # u, so 
we may assume t E (s). t centralizes B, so WU) contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to B and acting semiregularly on F(U), and thus / B 1 < / x 1 = 2r 
say. Now t = x’, and tS = tb”. I f  b’ = U, then S is wreathed, and as 
a = q” + 1, by [I], Go = U,(q). 
So bT = 1, and t E Z(S), so that there existsg E No.9 with U@ = t and tg = tu. 
We may choose y@ = x and let x@ = y4j. As Bg < Z(S), B = (u>. 
Thus if B = U, S is elementary abelian of order eight, and considering 
N, by [16], Go = R(q). So NFcU) = L(q) and xv = x-lb. Now tu E (xg), 
so both i and j are odd, and tu = (yi+ = yW”‘xj = uxj~xj E B, a 
contradiction. 
Therefore we are in (3) of Lemma 7.4, so we can choose t acting FPF on JJ, 
and n = (q + l)(p2 - q + 2)/2. Let E = O,,(D), where q is a power of p. 
E has a normal complement Q in H by Lemma 7.8. Let r be a prime, R an E 
invariant S-group of Q. Choose r dividing (4” + 1)/2. By Lemma 7.8, R acts 
semiregularly on G - {ol}, while for all x E Es, 1 F(x)/ = pi + 1. Thus 
C,(x) = 1, so R is abelian, E is cyclic, and 1 R [ = 1 mod 1 E 1. Now q - 1 
divides / E I, so if (q2 + 1)/2 f  power of Y, then (4” + 1)/Z > (q - l)‘, a 
contradiction. Thus by Lemma 3.1, q = p is prime. 
Let P,, be an S,-group of D. Claim P, = 1. Suppose not. Then by Lemma 
7.8, F(P,) = F(U) with PO acting semiregularly on Sz -F(u), so 0 = 
n-(q+1)=[p(q2-1)/2]modIP,,I. Thus IP,l=q=p. Therefore 
an SD-group P of Q is of orderps. Now ( p” + 1)/Z = / R /, sop2 = - 1 mod Y 
and R a 0 by Sylow’s Theorem. Thus P, acts semiregularly on R, since 
] F(P,,F-p + 1, contradicting 1 R 1 = (l/2) mod p. 
So Q is regular on Sz - (a}, and as the subgroup of D of order (q - 1)/2 acts 
semiregularly on Q, Q = R x P is abelian. Claim 1 D / = 2Q - l), 6 = 0 
or 1; that is that DFcu) = (u). D acts semiregularly on R, so at least [ D [ 
divides (q2 - 1)/2. Let M = (P), and A = S n M. MF(u) = L,(q), so A 
is dihedral. Further Z(S) = Bx(Z(S) n A), while for x E B, xg E B if and 
only if g E N. So as S is not Sylow in G, and Z(S) n d has exponent two, 
B = <u). So suffice to show that if ZJ is an odd prime divisor of (q + l), and 
V,, is an So-group of D, then J/6 = 1. Suppose not, and let V,, < I’ Sylow in 
N. Then as P( I’J = F(u), we have I’* < Z(V), and as 17/I/6 is cyclic, I7 is 
abelian. Let ITi = [t, I’]. Then I’ =: IT0 x k; . As t inverts 1: , ( F(x)1 < 2 
for all x E Kr”, so VI acts semiregularly on Sz. V contains v  + 1 subgroups of 
order v’. Let e of them be in T,6G. Then V is semiregular on n - e(q + 1) = 
(q2 - q + 2 - 2e)(q + 1)/2 points, so e = 2 mod 21 and thus e = 2. But as 
t permutes the subgroups of V of order PI, not contained in V,, or VI , in orbits 
of length two, e is odd, a contradiction. 
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But now with Lemmas 2.6 and 7.7 we have a contradiction unless 
(q” + 1)/2 = 1 + j D 1 = 2s(q - 1) + 1. So q = 3, contradicting a > 2. 
We now contradict the,existence of G, and thus establish the main theorem. 
First, G has one class of involutions. For if t is an involution withF(t) = {a>, 
then as t centralizes U,,, for (y, 6) a cycle in t, arguing as in Lemma 4.5, a =: 1, 
contradicting Lemma 7.6. 
By Lemma 7.5, if u is the involution in U, j F(u)1 = qi + 1, 1 < i < 3, 
and 12 - 1 = qi(2qi+l - 2qi + 2p - 1). Let E = O(D), e = / E 1, and 
6 = odd part of n - 1. By Lemma 7.8, E has a normal compiement K in H. 
Thus if p is a prime dividing b, there exists an E invariant S,-group P of K, 
Again by 7.8, E acts semiregularly on P, so j P 1 = 1 mod E. 
Now if i = 3, (q2 - 1)/3 divides e, while if i < 2, q -- 1 divides e. Further 
if b is not a prime power, then b = B&b, with b, = 1 mod e and b, f 1 
for j < 2. Thus for j < 2, bj = aie + I, a, + a2 I both even. Thus 
(2e + 1)(4e + 1) < b = 2q i+1 - 2qi -+ 2y - 1. It follows that unless i = 2, 
b=p’=1P/. 
Next, we claim that O(K) = O,(K) = 1. For if O(K) f  1, then an 
S,-group S of H acts semiregularly on O(K), impossible since S contains a 
4-group. On the other hand if O,(K) f  1, then P acts semiregularly on a 
minimal normal subgroup M of K contained in O,(K). We can assume 
24 E A;1 < IV&U), so / M 1 < 2q < 2(e + 1) < 1 P 1 + 1. Therefore b = 
/ P 1 = 2q - 1, a contradiction. 
But we have shown that if i + 2, then K = SP is solvable, so either O(R) 
O,(K) is nontrivial. While if i = 2, then q is an odd power of two, so 
q = - 1 mod 3, and +2 mod 5. Thus b is divisible by neither three nor five, 
and again, by [15], K is solvable. 
Thus G does not exist. 
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